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"The global population is expected to reach 9.7 billion in 2050 and 10.4 billion in 210o according to themedian scenario' which assumes a decline in fertility for countries where large families are sti'prevalent' a slight in*ease of fertility in several countries where women have fewer than two births onaverage over a lifetime' and continued reductions in mortality at ail ages. There is inherent uncertaintyin population projections' At the global level that uncertainty oepenus on the range of prausible futuretrends in fertility, mortality, and international migration, which have been assessed for eacn country orarea using demographic and statistical methods. This analysis concludes that, with a probability of 9s%,the size of the global population wiJl stand between g.a biilion and 10.0 biilion in 2050, and between 8.9billion and 12,4 billion in 2LAA.,

The above paragraph is an exact quote from page 28 of the most recent report issued by the uN, ,,worldPopulation Prospects 2022-summary Results" The range for the year 2100 is 3.5 bililon {12.4-g.9= 3.5).Presently' November 2022, the best estimate is that the population is g.0 billion, on the low side thatrepresents a growth of 900 million (8.9 billion minus 8.0 billion= 0.9 billion or 900 million) or a growth ofabout 10% {'9 divided by 8'9=0'10 ar r0%l'on the high side that represents a growth of 4.4 billion {12.4minus 8.0= 4.4) or a growth af SS% (4.4+8.0=.55 or Si.Z),

Any population growth will make every major problem presently faced by humanity much more difficultto solve and will make many, if not most, of those problems impossible to solve. I am not going to ristthose major problerns' as they should be known to every person reading this essay. Between now {2022)and 2100 there will be a substantial increase in the average worrdwide per capita usage of resources dueto the demands of those living in the underdeveroped anJ undeveloped nations of the world. while noone can predict with accuracy what that increase will be, it will be a very substantial due to the fact thatthe vast majority of humanity lives in the underdeveloped and undeveloped nations of the world. Inaddition' there will be an increase in the per capita usage of resources by those of us living in theindustrialized nations of the world

According to the Global Footprint Network, a highly respected think tank, humanity presenly is inovershoot and has been in overshoot for a substantial number of years. To the best of rny knowledge,no individual or organization has disputed that fact. By definition, any species that remains in overshootmust suffer' €t some point in time in the future, a massive, uncontrolled, violent, and horrible decline inpopulation' The previous sentence applies to humanity" The ever-growing population and the ever-increasing per capita usage of resources is driving humanity deeper into overshoot every second ofevery day' No one can accurately predict when the uncontrolled reduction in the human populationdescribed above will begin. However, every second humanity goes deeper into overshoot shortens thetime in the future the uncontrolled reduction will begin. since the collapse of civilization, with thedeaths of billions and even the possibility of the extinction of the human species will occur if humanityremains in overshoot, the most intelligent assumption that must be made by humanity is that thecollapse of civilization will occur tomorrow and that today we must take all the necessary steps to getout of overshoot as quicklv as possible. rhe onty way to set out of ";;;;;o;;;;;;;ntiary reducethe human population and substantially reduce the average worldwide per capita usage of resources.



Technology will not get humanity out of overshoot in time to prevent the collapse of civirization. Thosethat believe technology will get humanity out of overshoot in time are foolishly gambling the rives ofbillions of human beings.

There are only two ways that population growth can cease or be reduced. They are either by thestupidity or by the intelligence of humanity' The stupidity is simpre-- permitting the human popurationto grow until overshoot causes the collapse of civilization with the deaths of billions. The intelligence ofhumanity can be divided into two subcategories--- either voruntary or coercive population contror.coercion can range from merely social exciusion to criminal penalties and criminal penalties can rangefrom merely a slap on the wrist to execution for crimes against humanity for producing an excessnumber of children' Almost all humanity is presently violently opposed to the immediate imposition ofcoercive population control on all humanity. I would guess that at present at most 10 peopre on theplanet advocate immediate irnposition of coercive population control. Even worse is the fact that almostall of humanity refuses to consider coercive population control and compare it with voluntarypopulation control' Humanity will not suffer any harm if governrnents and experts were ro compareboth methods population control to determine which method is best for the long-term survival ofhumanity.

Now let us examine some of the facts and concepts in favor of and in oppositlon to gambling the comingcollapse of civilization on voluntary population control. The first fact in opposition is the prediction madeby the UN' with 95% certainty, that between now and the year 2100 the lowest prediction of an increaseis 900 million (or 1'0%), the highest prediction is an increase of 4.4 billion (or 55%) and the median is anincrease of 2'4 billion (or 30%)' The first fact in favor of gambling the coming collapse is that all ofhumanity is violently opposed to coercive population control, ttrat it would be impossible to get all thenations on the planet to agree to the imposition of coercive population control, and even if all thenations of the world agreed on the necessity of the imposition of coercive population control, it wouldbe impossible to get them to agree on the details of the imposition and timing of coercive poputationcontrol.

There cannot be any doubt that the catholic church and many other religions would do all in theirpower to prevent the worldwide imposition of coercive population control on humanity, There cannotbe any doubt that many cultures advocate and are in favor of large families and also consider women tobe second-crass citizens and nothing more than baby making machines.

The economy of the plant and the population of the planet are opposite sides of the same coin, lf thepopulation grows, then the economy will grow to satisfy needs of the growing population, lf thepopulation decreases, the economy of the planet must decrease as there will be no one to buy thegoods and services of a growing economy. lf population grows, the econorny will grow to satisfy thedemands of the growing population, and if the population declines, the economy will the decline as noone will buy the goods produced by the economy.

Everyone who is opposed the immediate imposition of coercive population control and/or refuses tocompare both methods of population control has refused to set up what I call .,trip wires,, relating to theimposition of coercive population control. In simple terms, everyone who is opposed to the immediateimposition of coercive population control has taken the position that they will never agree to the



imposition of coercive population control in the future and/ornever agree to even a discussion of
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As set forth above, the median prediction for 2050 is g.7 billion and median prediction for 2100 is 10.4billion' Assume in 2050 the actual population is 12 billion and the numbers at that time predict that thepopulation would attempt to reach 25 billion in the 2100. To be very insulting, it would be the height ofidiocy at that time not to immediately impose coercive popuration control to prevent the colapse ofcivilization and the deaths of billions as the population will never reach 25 billion. A ridiculousassumption to make a point and that point is the future cannot be controiled and there are an armostinfinite number of possibilities that would require the immediate imposition of coercive popurationcontrol to prevent the collapse of civilization and the deaths of billions. Since it would take a very longtime for the nations of the world to agree on how to impose coercive popuration contror on humanity,and since we are considering the collapse of civilization and the deaths of biltions, the conservative andintelligent action that must be taken today is to set up "trip wires,, today and set up a pran how toimmediatery impose coercive popuration controron alr humanity.

In the previous paragraph I used population as the determinant as to when to impose coercivepopulation contol on humanity' However, humanity must consider other items and situations asdeterminants as to when coercive population control should be imposed on all of humanity. Forexample' assume that in the year 2050 one billion people died from starvation, or that the averagetemperature increased by 10 degrees celsius and was predicted to increase by 25 degrees celsius by theyear 2L00' lt would be the height of idiocy not to immediatery impose coercive population control ifeither of those assumptions really happened.

In plain and simple terrns, if a "trip wire" goes off humanity does not have time to debate how toimpose coercive population control on all humanity, That debate probably would take many years andhumanity would not have many years before civilization collapsed. The plan for the imposition ofcoercive population control must be made and approved today. No one on the face of the earth canguarantee that a ,,trip wire,, will not go off before the year 2100.

To the best of my knowledge, no papers have been written examining all of the major problems facinghumanity today t0 determine the chance that one or more of them will cause one or more majorcatastrophes before the year 2100, without attempting to determine the chance that one or more ofthem will cause major catastrophes and the level of those catastrophes, the failure to consider coercivepopulation control and to compare all the harms and benefits of coercive population control withvoluntary population control is an act so foolish that all the words in the dictionary cannot describe it.

A few examples--- what is the chance that global warming will continue to increase causing a dramaticreduction in food production resulting in the death, due to starvation, of more than 1 billion betweennow and the year 2100? what is the chance that one or more aquifers providing irrigation water to growfood go dry resulting in a major reduction in food production worldwide leading to the starvation of atleast a billion before the year 2100? what is the chance that the suppty of fossil fuels wilt decreasecausing a price increase in turn causes the price of food to dramatically increase which then causesstarvation of a billion people who cannot afford to pay the increased price before the year 21oo?
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if everything made by humanity could be recycled that wourd not prevent the return to the stone Agesometime in the future' Recycling cannot be 100 percent efficient. A rittle math-- assume that amachine is constructed and it lasts 100 years and at the end of 100 years that it can be recycred with95% efficiency' In 100,000 years, there wouid be i.,000 cycles and the amount of material that could beused by humanity after 100,000 years would be 0.g5 times 0.g5 for 1",000 times or 0.95 to thethousandth power and that amount would be essentially zero. In plain and simple terms, no action byhumanity and no technologies will prevent humanity from returning to the stone Age sometime in thefuture' Just look at the trillions and trillions of tons of garbage that humanity has produced since about1800' Even if humanity became dramatically more efficient ano reduced its annuargarbage productionby 90o/o' in 100'000 years humanity will still return to the stone Age, Nothing can or wi1 preventhumanity from returning to the stone Age scmetime in the future" while no one can predict how manypeople stone Age could support, I woulJ guess that it would be substantially less than 100 million.
Notwithstanding what is written above, the future of humanity can be described with 100% accuracy injust a very few sentences' since the earth is finite, both economic and population growth must ceasesometime in the very near future' There cannot and will not be infinite growth on the finite planet. Noaction that can be taken by humanity can change that fact, The longer the human popuration continuesto grow' the sooner civilization will collapse. The larger the popuration, the greater the chance of theincrease in violence when population growth ceases. rhe greater the chance of violence, the greater thechance of the use of weapons of mass destruction. The larger the population, the more of the finiteresources the earth provides to humanity will be used today and the more of those resources usedtoday' the less of those resources will be available to humanity for future use, The more humanity usestheoretically renewable resources today, the sooner those resources will become non-renewable.Recycling will almost never become 1"00% efficient and it would be extremely stupid for humanity togamble the collapse of civilization on increasing the recycling efficiency, Economic growth must usephysical resources' The larger the economy, the more of the earth's resources will Le used by humanity.Any increase in the population and/or any increase in the economy will make every major problemfaced by humanity today more difficult to solve and wifl make some (or even most) of those problemsimpossible to solve' No one has shown, and no one can show, a single benefit to humanity that would orcould be caused by the predicted increase, made recently by the uN, in population of 2,4 billion , or 3oro,between now (2022) and the year 2L00. The best estimate is that it took from the time humanityevolved from the ape (best guess about one million years ago) to the year 1950 to reach 2.5 billion andit will take only 78 years (from 2022 to 2100) to grow by z.q-oittion. while no one can predict with anyaccuracy the average increase in world-wide per capita usage of resources between now and 2100, avery strong argument can be made that it will be very substantial due to the demands of the billionsliving in the underdeveloped and underdeveloped nations of the world. we must not forget theincreasing demands of those of us that live in the industrialized nations of the world. The increase inworld-wide per capita usage of resources will make every major problem faced by humanity moredifficult' if not impossible to solve' A very strong argument can be made that the increase in popurationcombined with the increase in resource usage will result in the world-wide collapse of civilizationresulting in wars with weapons of rnass destruction causing the deaths of billion and even the extinctionof humanity' No one has shown, and no one can show, that voluntary popuration contror wirr reduce thepopulation and/or the per capita increase in resource usage in time to prevent the collapse ofcivilization' Humanity by causing the population to increase by 2.4 billion by the year 2100 is committing



an act of mass stupidity and mass suicide. Population and economic growth will cease and the onlyquestions are when and how?

AN AFTER-THOUGHTS

The quote in the first paragraph used the worlds "median scenario,,. My dictionary defines the word"median"' as "designating the middle number in a series containing an odd nurnber of items,, or ,,the
number midway between the two rniddle numbers in a series containing an even number of items,, Mydictionary defines the word "scenario" as "an outline for any proposed or planned series of events, realor imagined"' My interpretation of those words is the 50th percentile. In plain and simple words-thereis a 507o chance the population will be below the median number of 10.4 billion and a 5o% chance thatthe number will be higher than the medium number of 10,4 biilion. Again, in plain and simple words-there is a chance that the population will reach 10.g or 11.4 or 11.g or even 12.4 billion. Any increase inthe population above 10'4 will dramatically and substantially increase the chance of one or more majorcatastrophes happening resulting in the collapse of civilization. Those opposed to any discussion ofcoercive population control fail to consider the fact that there is, according to the uN, a 50% chance thatthe population in 2100 wiil be greater than 10.4 bilrion


